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Presents electron transfer and double-layer theories in an understandable manner while keeping mathematics to a minimum. Revised and expanded, this edition features a number of new sections which deal with electrochemical materials science, photoelectrochemistry, stochastic processes, novel aspects of ion transfer across biological membranes, biosensors and more.

Although electrochemistry has become increasingly important in society and in science the proportion of physical chemistry textbooks devoted to electrochemistry has declined both in extent and in quality (with notable exceptions, e.g. W. J. Moore's Physical Chemistry).

As recent books dealing with electrochemistry have mainly been addressed to the specialist it has seemed appropriate to prepare a textbook of electrochemistry which assumes a knowledge of basic physical chemistry at the undergraduate level. Thus, the present text will benefit the more advanced undergraduate and postgraduate students and research workers specializing in physical chemistry, biology, materials science and their applications. An attempt has been made to include as much material as possible so that the book becomes a starting point for the study of monographs and original papers.
Monographs and reviews (mainly
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Liquid Chromatography - Mass Spectrometry: An Introduction (Analytical Techniques in the SciencesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003

	First explaining the basic principles of liquid chromatography and mass spectrometry and then discussing the current applications and practical benefits of LC-MS, along with descriptions of the basic instrumentation, this title will prove to be the indispensable reference source for everyone wishing to use this increasingly important tandem...
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Information Systems: Achieving Success by Avoiding FailureJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Despite people’s best efforts information systems are particularly prone to failure. Some systems never materialize, others appear late and/or over budget and those that are implemented often fail to deliver the promised levels of performance. The consequences of these failures affect people throughout the organization concerned and beyond,...
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Automating Microsoft Windows Server 2008 R2 with Windows PowerShell 2.0Sybex, 2011

	PowerShell is a scripting language built into Windows Server 2008 R2 servers. PowerShell is designed to help you perform routine and repetitive tasks in a scriptable fashion. PowerShell helps alleviate many of the time-consuming and tedious tasks administrators have had to do in the past. You may have used various scripting technologies over...
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Corporate Real Estate Management (essentials)Springer, 2020

	Thomas Glatte provides a comprehensive view on the essentials of corporate real estate management (CREM). The author explains in the influence of corporate strategies on real estate strategies for non-property-companies as well as the importance of corporate real estate portfolios, the set-up of CREM organizations and the...
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Maximum Apache Security (Maximum Security)Sams Publishing, 2002
The Maximum Security series, which debuted in 1997, has thus far enjoyed relative success. I use the term “relative success,” because security title sales have historically trickled, rather than gushed. For altering this and fostering a new market, Sams editors deserve kudos. Their insights have proven providential: Today, Maximum...
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Network+ 2005 In DepthCourse Technology PTR, 2005
Knowing how to install, configure, and troubleshoot a computer network is a highly
marketable and exciting skill. This book first introduces the fundamental building
blocks that form a modern network, such as protocols, topologies, hardware, and network
operating systems. It then provides in-depth coverage of the most important...
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